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Important Disclaimers & Cautions Regarding
Forward-Looking Statements
One Stop Systems cautions you that statements in this presentation that are not a description of historical facts are forward-looking statements. These
statements are based on the company's current beliefs and expectations. Such forward-looking statements include those regarding the company’s 2018
financial outlook and expectations for 2018 revenue growth generated by new products, design wins or M&A activity. The inclusion of such forward-looking
statements and others should not be regarded as a representation by OSS that any of its plans will be achieved.
Actual results may differ from those set forth in this presentation due to the risks and uncertainties inherent in our business, including, without limitation, that
the market for our products is developing and may not develop as we expect; our operating results may fluctuate significantly, which would make our future
operating results difficult to predict and could cause our operating results to fall below expectations or our guidance; our products are subject to competition,
including competition from the customers to whom we sell, and competitive pressures from new and existing companies may harm our business, sales,
growth rates, and market share; our future success depends on our ability to develop and successfully introduce new and enhanced products that meet the
needs of our customers; our products fulfill specialized needs and functions within the technology industry and such needs or functions may become
unnecessary or the characteristics of such needs and functions may shift in such a way as to cause our products to no longer fulfill such needs or functions;
new entrants into our market may harm our competitive position; we rely on a limited number of suppliers to support our manufacturing and design process;
if we cannot protect our proprietary design rights and intellectual property rights, our competitive position could be harmed or we could incur significant
expenses to enforce our rights; our international sales and operations subject us to additional risks that can adversely affect our operating results and financial
condition; if we fail to remedy material weaknesses in our internal controls over financial reporting, we may not be able to accurately report our financial
results; and other risks described in our prior press releases and in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), including under the heading
"Risk Factors" in our Annual Report on Form 10-K and any subsequent filings with the SEC.
You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this presentation, and we undertake
no obligation to revise or update this information to reflect events or circumstances after the date hereof. All forward-looking statements are qualified in their
entirety by this cautionary statement, which is made under the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.

This presentation contains estimates and statistical data that we obtained from industry publications and reports. We have not independently verified their
data, and we do not guarantee the accuracy and completeness of this information. You are cautioned not to give undue weight to such estimates, and the
projections, assumptions and estimates of the future performance of the markets in which we operate, which are necessarily subject to a high degree of
uncertainty and risk. This presentation shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall there be any offer or
sale of any securities, in any state or jurisdiction in which the offer, solicitation, or sale of securities would be unlawful. Some images may be stock photos.
© One Stop Systems, Inc. 2019. All Rights Reserved. A Product of CMA 12219
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Presenting Today

Steve Cooper
Chief Executive Officer
37 years experience running
high-technology, high-growth
businesses.
Responsible for many
technical innovations,
including multiple patents
and awards.

John Morrison
Chief Financial Officer
30 years experience in public
accounting, and all aspects of
financial reporting and
financing.
Began career with 15 years
at PricewaterhouseCoopers
in both the U.S. and Asia.
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Overview

High-Tech

Strong Growth

Expanding Margins1

1) On an annual Basis
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Vision

To Dominate the Market for Specialized
High-performance Computing Solutions
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Products & Services

Compute Accelerators

Flash Storage Arrays

Custom Servers

Connectivity
• State-of-the-Art, highest
performance PCIe Cable
Adapters

• High Performance – 16
GPU cards

• High performance

• “Perfect Fit” design

• High-capacity - 200TB

• Connects to any server

• Ruggedized

• Removable canisters

• Quad PCIe connections

• Private label

• Rugged, mil-spec, SWaP

• Unique form factor

• Proprietary technology

• Proprietary technology

Advanced High Performance Computing & Storage
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Significant Design Wins & Shipments

Won New Customers
with a Medical Imaging
System OEM Design-in.

First entry into growing
market.
Shipped first servers in
Q2-18.

Shipped Firstproduction Units of
New GPU Compute
Accelerator.

Proof-of-Concept
Order for Military
Surveillance Aircraft
Compute Accelerator.

Won Major OEM
Design-in for satellite
communications
compute accelerator.

First-ever SXM-2-based
GP expansion system on
the market.

Potential to build upon
and integrate with
existing design-in for
airborne mil-spec
mobile flash storage
array.

Expected annual
production run-rate of
$1M+.

Combines the power of
eight NVIDIA SXM-2
Volta GPUs.

Prototypes to ship in
Q4-18, with full
production shipments
beginning in 2019.

Won Major OEM
Design-in for smart
studio (augmented
reality) video display
system.
Expected annual
production run-rate of
$1M+.
Prototypes to ship in
Q4-18, with full
production shipments
beginning in 2019.
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Customer Profile

Video Display System
OSS-Designed Video Display System

• Drives 16 simultaneous 4K HD displays
• Displays live and pre-recorded video
• Ruggedized, high-density design
• Designed, manufactured and fulfilled by OSS
• Private labeled
• Award shows, concerts & entertainment venues
• Jan. 3, 2019: Received a $4M purchase order

Win Benefits
• Locked-in OEM design
• Technology refresh design-in
• Leading product for high-end events

with a $1M customer extension option
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Customer Profile

Military Program Design Win
•
•
•
•
•

US Navy P8 Poseidon Aircraft
OSS designed & certified

Mil-spec 200TB flash storage array
Hot swappable
Hardware & software
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Rapid Growth & Positive Outlook
• Rapid Growth
• OEM/program ramp up
• New design wins
• M&A

Revenue & Outlook1,2
($millions)

$54-$58

Acquisitive
Organic

51% - 54%

• Revenue Outlook
• Q4-18E: ~$14M, up >100%1

$37

• FY18E: $37M, up >30%1

• FY19F: $54M - $58M, up 51% - 54%2

$28

• Expanding margins

$5.9

• Military business

Gross Margin3

31.5%

32%

2017

2018F

29.1%

>30%
>17%

• Higher value-add

• Unique, proprietary technologies

1) Preliminary results issued and only effective on January 14, 2019.
2) Guidance issued and only effective on November 8, 2018
3) Guidance issued and only effective on August 8, 2018.

$21.6

2017

2018E

2019E

2016
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Market Need
Specialized High Performance Computers

• Latest technology
• Compute acceleration – GPU computing
• High speed storage – Flash storage

• Ruggedization
• Commercial: Industrial/Professional grade

OSS HPC Target Markets
Cloud (HPC-as-a-Service)
Data Storage
HPC Servers

$23B

$18B

• Military: Full mil-spec

• Additional functionality
• More slots

Within these Target Markets, OSS
Addresses a Niche Growth Market
Segment for Specialized HPC Products

• More watts

• Military requirements
• COTS technology (Commercial Off The Shelf)
• Reduced SWaP (Size, Weight & Power)

2016

2017

2018

Source: Intersect 360 Research, Aug. 2017

2019

2020

2021
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Market Driver

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
AI Global Market

• Fastest-growing segment of IT sector

($billions)

• Demanding more powerful computing

$40B

and expansive storage

$35B

• Six RFPs outstanding >$1M
• Products & technology
• GPU computing / high performance
flash arrays

57x

$30B

Growth Rate
2016 - 2025

$25B
$20B
$15B
$10B
$5B

16

17

18

19

Source: Tractica, Aug. 2016

20

21

22

23

24

25

$0B
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M&A Strategy

Our Approach
• Strategic alignment
• Complimentary sales channels
• M&A funded by cash and stock

Target Criteria
✓ Presence in served/desired
markets

✓ Easily integrated
✓ $5M-$15M incremental revenue
✓ Accretive within one year

M&A Benefits
• Adds customers, design-ins, and

products
• Adds experienced engineering,

sales, and operations personnel
• Increases scale - leverage to

lower costs and grow margins
• Increases credibility with

customers, vendors, and
suppliers
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M&A Success & Strategic Ventures
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New Acquisition: In-Flight Entertainment
• August 31, 2018: acquired Concept Development (CDI)
• Customer designs & manufactures:

In-Flight Entertainment

• In-flight entertainment systems

• Components for commercial and military aircraft

• Key benefits:
• Expertise in-flight entertainment
• Access to CDI customers

• Existing OEM design-ins
• Projected annual revenue: $4M - $6M

• Paid ~$4.2M in stock + $0.7M cash

Aerospace Components
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New Acquisition – Expands European Presence
• OSS GmbH acquired Bressner Technology, Oct. 31, 2018
• Strategic benefits:
•
•
•
•

Further expansion into EMEA market
Sales, marketing & support teams in Europe
Expands product offerings
OEM design-ins & new opportunities

• Paid:
• €4.725 million in cash (USD $5.4 million)
• 106,463 shares of restricted OSS common stock

• Annual revenue: ~€14 million (USD $16 million)
• Profitable with positive cash flow
• Two major recent OEM design-ins:
• Run-rate: $1M+ each
• Prototypes ship Q4-18; production shipments in 2019
• Medical Panel PC for laser surgery medical equipment
• Security video analysis server system

SCORPION: Rugged Tablet PCs

VULTURE 6”: Mobile Payment Terminal

RUGGED: Embedded PCs

TOUCAN Series: Multi-Touch Panel PCs

Note: OSS defines a major OEM design-in as applications expected to achieve an annual production run-rate of more than $1 million.
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Global Presence
San Diego, CA
• Principal offices
• Design and manufacturing
• Sales & marketing
San Diego

Revenue
(2017)

Irvine, CA
Irvine, CA

• Design and manufacturing (CDI)

Salt Lake City, UT
• Software development team
Salt Lake City

Worldwide Sales & Marketing
• European distributors
• Asia-Pacific distributors

International
53%

US
47%

Gröbenzell, Germany
•
•
•
•

One Stop Systems - German subsidiary
Bressner Technology - German subsidiary
Centrally located near Munich
Supports Europe, Middle East and Africa
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Awards & Recognition
Rapid Growth

Innovative Technology

Customer & Market Excellence

Supplier Excellence Award 2017
“Outstanding innovation, technical
achievement, and customer support”

2017 Fastest Growing Private
Companies in N. America

Silicon Review 2017

7th Time on the List, Top 2%

9th Time on the List
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Key Takeaways

High-Tech

Strong Growth

Expanding Margins1

1) On an annual Basis
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Thank You
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